
1. Insert the wireless USB adapter  
If applicable, insert the PTA209 Wireless Audio Adapter into one of the USB ports of the 
TV and switch the TV ON.  
   

9109 and 9809 TV models  

For the  9109 and 9809 TV models,  the PTA209 is not required. These TVs contain an 
integrated system that will communicate with the wireless speaker.  

 

2. Insert the power cable  

Place the wireless speaker near the TV. For an optimal connection, place the speaker 
within a range of maximally three meters from the TV.  
Insert the power cable in the back of the wireless speaker and the wall socket.  
   

 

 
3. Switch the wireless speaker ON  
The wireless speaker- LED indicator button will blink blue slowly. To pair the wireless 
speaker with TV, press and hold the blue LED indicator button for 3 to 6 seconds. The 
blue LED indicator button will now blink rapidly to indicate that it is ready to be paired to 
the TV. If the light flashes slowly, hold the button a few seconds longer, until it starts 
flashing rapidly.  

 

 
4. On-screen connection message  
After the button on the speaker was pressed, the TV will show the message:  
“A Wireless Audio Adapter is detected. Do you want to pair with a wireless speaker now? 
Make sure the speaker is switched ON and placed within range”  
 
• Select [Yes] and press “OK” on the remote control of the TV. The speaker has now 
been paired with the TV.  



 

 
   

For 7509 TV models only: If the message in step 4 does not prompt automatically,  
• Re-insert the PTA209 dongle again  
• Press the “Home” button on the remote control of the TV and select:  
[Setup] > [TV settings] > [Sound] > [Wireless speaker] > [Add new speaker] > [OK] 

 

5. Done!  

If the LED indicator light continuously stays blue, it means the wireless speaker is 
successfully connected to the TV.  

Wireless network - General recommendations  

To strengthen the signal from the TV to the speaker, make sure that:  
• There are no large metal objects or concrete walls in between the TV and the speaker. 
These can shield the signal and cause noise or silence on the wireless speaker  
• Routers, microwave ovens, cordless telephones or Bluetooth devices are not used in the 
space between the TV and the speakers. These devices can cause temporary noise or 
silence on the wireless speaker. A mobile phone (with or without Bluetooth) should have 
no significant impact  
• The PTA209 is inserted into the bottom USB port of the TV (see step 1) to get the 
strongest signal.  
• If needed, use an USB extension cable to connect the PTA209 to the TV.  

 


